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Anyone reading the Office of Fair Trading’s
latest consultation on its study into the
advertising of prices (see page 6) can be left
in no doubt that it wants to make major
changes to the existing rules.

Having to price establish in stores that
make up 50% of sales by volume or quote
RRPs that that are ‘set at a price at which
viable levels of sales have been made’, and
having products on sale at the previous price
for longer than the length of the sale, would
mean a significant change in approach by
some major chains, and I’m sure quite a few
smaller retailers as well. And the OFT seems
decidedly against ‘after sale price’ offers.

By the time you read this the OFT should
have finished its fortnight of discussions with
retailers on what they think is workable and

what isn’t. Now obviously retailers are going
to argue, among other things, that now is the
worst possible time to introduce anything
that might prevent them generating
turnover. And to a certain degree they are
right. 

But if the OFT manages to stick, by and
large, to its proposals, it could restore
consumers’ faith in what they believed was a
genuine offer as opposed to something they
think they could get any day of the year. 

No-one wants to go down the French
route of only having two legal sale periods a
year, but having seemingly never-ending
‘sales’ and near constant ‘half price plus an
extra 20% off’ deals just lowers the value of
products in consumers eyes.

November will see a sad day for interiors
retailing when Maskreys shuts its doors for
the last time (see page 8). 

Robert Maskrey is retiring and unable to
find a successor who would carry on his
ethos, or worried a buyer would ‘rationalise it
beyond recognition’, he has decided to close
the stores for good and enjoy his retirement.
He’ll be badly missed by the interiors
industry, although I’m sure his expertise
won’t be lost to it. 

EDITOR’S COMMENT
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The OFT clearly wants to
make radical changes to
the rules on sales and
discounting but how much
will it bend to retailers ?
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Amazing consumer feedback and our direct-to-manufacturer
approach has reinforced our belief that these versatile 
products will be beneficial to many retailers, from small 
independents to large national chains.

The products are available from the end of october, and this is
an exclusive opportunity to order in advance of their arrival.
Please order by Telephone: 01663 767 912 or email us on 
mystiquewholesale@hotmail.co.uk.

MMyyssttiiqquuee  IInntteerriioorrss

Mystique is a 
successful independent

interiors business,
which has expanded to

accommodate the
wholesale of these
exciting products 

The lighting range has
been the driving force

for our wider 
furnishings business

since we gained 
exclusivity of the 

products in the UK.

Experience a sales upturn with this new wholesale lighting range
* Agents required – contact us to discuss *
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OFT guidelines to tackle
‘misleading’ discounts
The Office of Fair Trading has proposed major changes to the
guidelines governing how retailers advertise discounts and
sales. They cover price establishing at 50% of stores, using RRPs
that are ‘set at a price at which viable levels of sales have been
made’ and having products on sale at the previous price for
longer than the length of the sale.

The OFT was due to complete a series of meetings with
retailers to finalise the guidelines ahead of publishing its final
report in December, as Interiors Monthly went to press.

The Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations
(CPRs) provide guidance for businesses, consumers and
enforcement partners. 

‘The draft guidance is not intended to become “hard and fast”
rules – only a court can give a definitive ruling on the meaning
of the law,’ says the consultation document. ‘We set out some
principles that we intend to apply when deciding whether or
not to take enforcement action, which summarise our current
views on how the CPRs apply to advertising and pricing.’

The OFT says its purpose is to help those involved with the
design of adverts and price promotions and not to change the
underlying business model. 

‘The intention is not to prevent the use of price framing per
se. If price framing is used in conjunction with provision of the

appropriate information and does not mislead consumers, it is
unlikely to breach the CPRs,’ says the OFT.

Which? recently accused furniture chains of misleading
shoppers by having products at ‘sale prices’ for months on end
after a seven month study tracking 12,793 prices.

NEWS

OFT proposals on 
reference pricing

• Traders should always use the most valid reference. RRP

only likely to be most valid where a ‘was’ or External

Reference Price (ERP) is not available.

• ‘Was’ prices should be established relative to the length

of the sale (ie no shorter than the sales period or

‘continuous’ price establishment).

• ‘Was’ prices should be established in at least 50% of

outlets (by volume) that go on to use the offer price.

• Traders using reference prices must state if they have

sold the product at a lower price in the three months prior

to the offer starting.

• ERPs must state the date of the comparison and be kept

current as far as the medium allows.

• ‘After Sales Prices’ should be avoided and where they

are used strictly adhered to. If the trader wishes to retain

flexibility over the post-sale price then an ASP offer is

unlikely to be appropriate.

• RRPs should be set at a price at which viable levels of

sales have been made.

• Manufacturers should provide identical RRPs for all

traders selling technically identical items.

Questions to be
answered
At the meetings with retailers the OFT will ask:

• Is the suggestion to use ‘was’ prices or ‘ERP’ prices in

preference to RRPs workable? Does it allow for introductory

offers?

• Is the suggested flexible approach to price

establishment helpful? Or is the ‘28 day rule’ preferred?

• If a product has been price established in a different

store to the store making the offer, is it sufficient that at

least 50% of stores making the offer have done so?

• Some traders already state if a lower price has been

available in the prior three months. Should this become 

the standard?

• What practical difficulties are presented in keeping 

ERPs current?

• ‘After Sales Prices’ would clearly need to follow the

same price establishment period as a ‘was’ price offer to

achieve consistency. How realistic is it that a trader can

strictly adhere to this?

• How far can retailers ‘police’ the RRPs they are given?

What reassurance/evidence do manufacturers typically give

that their RRPs represent true selling prices?
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Carpets of Kidderminster has been
bought out of administration in a MBO,
led by Dewi Thomas, while Pinetum has
been bought by Malaysian producer
Hamptons Furniture.

Hamptons says it will transfer
production from Malaysia to Pinetum in
the UK, but has warned that some of the
firm’s 92 staff are likely to lose their jobs. 

‘There is a risk of redundancies, the
reason being that Pinetum was not
economical so we have to restructure the
business,’ says a Hamptons spokesman.
‘We’ll be asking for voluntary
redundancies but no compulsory
redundancies at this stage. The majority
of the staff will stay.’

He blamed the firm’s bankers for
former owners Dean and Richard
Robbins applying to go into
administration and seek a buyer.  

‘If it was up to the bank, 92 employees
would be out of work now,’ he added.

Some 58 of Carpets of Kidderminster’s
120 staff have retained their jobs after
the MBO. 

‘Clearly, the last few months have been
difficult for us but the administration has
allowed us to renegotiate unprofitable
contracts and put the business on a
sounder footing,’ says Thomas. The firm
says it has a strong order book and
sound balance sheet. 

After 15 years as chief executive, Will
Adderley is to become deputy executive
chairman at accessories, flooring and
furniture chain Dunelm Mill. He will be
succeeded by Nick Wharton, currently
Halfords group finance director.

The chain says its will continue to
expand its furniture offer and roll out its
curtain and blind consultation service
and new displays after seeing like for like
sales climb 8% in the year to 3 July. Sales
rose 18% to £492.8m with pre-tax profits
46% higher at £76.8m.

Maskreys, the renowned design-led interiors retailer, is to

close with the retirement of Robert Maskrey, executive

chairman, aged 70.

Maskrey says that the closure of its three stores in Cardiff,

Newport and Bristol at the end of November and its Cardiff

distribution centre at the end of March is a better option

than months of uncertainty or it being ‘rationalised beyond

recognition’ if he sold it.

The decision will end 112 years of retailing. There will be

87 job losses but staff will share in a loyalty bonus scheme

as the company closes.

Maskrey, who was born in the flat above the Cardiff store,

joined the company in 1960 and took over in 1970. 

He says he has been unable to find a successor to carry

forward his vision and values. ‘If I was simply an md, sitting

on top of an organisation and guiding its direction, then it

may have been easier to find a successor. However, I have

been actively involved in product development to create

furniture that is exclusive to the stores. Without this input it

just wouldn’t be Maskreys, and finding somebody else to

deliver this has been an all-but impossible exercise.

‘We have deliberately set aside four months after the

shops close to fulfil all orders to ensure that every carpet is

fitted, every bed delivered and every cabinet is assembled

before Maskreys Trading is eventually wound down in

March 2011.’

Maskrey stresses: ‘We are categorically not going into

liquidation. While trading has certainly been tough during

the recession, as it has been with every other independent

furniture retailer in the country, this is not the reason for

Maskreys shutting. 

‘It’s just, at 70, I’ve decided that it’s the right time to draw

the business to a close. Every business has a beginning, a

middle and an end, and now is the time to recognise this

natural cycle and call it a day.’

He says the closure will allow him and his wife Samantha

to spend more time on other interests. He has been a long

time supporter of homelessness charity Shelter Cymru

while his wife is a director of The Hay Festival of Literature

and deputy chair of Arts & Business Cymru.

Maskreys stores to close
as chairman calls it a day

Reprieve for Pinetum and
Carpets of Kidderminster

Interiors sales
slip again
The value of flooring retail sales

reached its highest level of the year in

August, but was still a fifth down on

2009’s performance. Furniture and

lighting sales also fell for the third

consecutive month, compared to 2009.

Flooring sales rose to an index value

of 96.2, but were still 20% down on

2009, and the fourth consecutive

month that sales have been lower by a

fifth or more on a year earlier,

according to National Statistics.

July’s figures were revised upwards

from 85.7 to 88.8. With this revision, the

value of flooring sales for the first eight

months of the year was 15.1% down on

2009.

The furniture index dropped to 90.3,

4.6% lower than August 2009. For the

year to date, sales were 0.26% lower.

Flooring sales peaked in November

2007 with an index of 153.4 while

furniture peaked in November 2004

with an index of 118.8.
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The cleanest way
to make money

To take advantage of this limited offer please contact us on:

tel: 08700 174040

e-mail: sales@staingard.co.uk

With more product than the 
average Care Kit and costing you 
less, the offer just got even better.

www.staingard.co.uk

FURNITURE
KITS

easycare

WARRANTY 
GROUP

PLUS
extra 20% 
discount when 
combined with 
warranty package
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John ‘Sean’ Quinn-Owens
The funeral of Seconique co-founder John ‘Sean’ Quinn-Owens
took place on 16 September. Quinn-Owens lost his two-year
battle with cancer on 28 August, aged 55.

Born in Ballygawley, Northern Ireland, he moved to
Wolverhampton in 1983, where he had a business buying and
refurbishing property. In 1984 he met Valerie Graham and
shortly afterwards they launched Seconique.

‘Sean will be greatly missed by all who knew him, family,
friends, business colleagues, staff, and of course the lovely
children of whom he was so proud – daughters Leah and
Racheal, sons James and Alex and grand-daughters Chloe and
Ellie,’ says Graham. 

‘From modest beginnings, hard work, entrepreneurial skills,
numerous buying trips to South Africa, the Far East and South
America plus the loyal support of a growing workforce,
Seconique grew to the unique position it holds in the furniture
trade today.’

Vale-Bridgecraft looks to grow
network with showroom fee
Vale-Bridgecraft has introduced a 
fee to stockists on orders generated
directly through its unique showroom
network in an effort to expand the
network and boost advertising. But it
shouldn’t cost retailers a penny, if
they cut back on discounts against
the RRP they offer to shoppers. 

‘The showrooms quote the full RRP
to the consumers and when the
showroom staff telephone the
stockist to confirm the order, retailers
usually then offer a discount, so the
opportunity is there for them to
include the contribution of 10% of the
trade price while still being below the
RRP,’ says Stuart Chadwick, Vale-
Bridgecraft md. ‘It doesn’t have to
cost them anything.’

The fee will only apply when
consumers visit one of the seven
showrooms and their order and
details are passed on to the nearest
stockist who they have not previously
visited. If they have been referred to
the showroom by the retailer the
charge will not apply.

The showrooms generate about
35% of Vale-Bridgecraft sales, 
with 15% coming from shoppers
responding to its consumer

advertising and who had not visited
the local stockist.

Each showroom has a catchment
area of about 40 miles and the
company wants to open another five
to support independent retailers as
they are under extreme stress from
larger retailers, Chadwick says. 

‘There are customers who want
their products to last. The only people
who can provide proper products to
the right customers are independent
retailers,’ he says.

Chadwick says the site of the eighth

showroom has been identified, near
Junction 31 of the M62.

The company has spent 10% of
turnover on consumer advertising
since 2005, in addition to the running
costs of the showrooms.

‘This policy is a new model for our
company and after 62 years of trading
with independents we feel it is now
absolutely necessary to protect the
interests of both parties from the
growing and obvious threat of
multiples, supermarkets and 
online retailers,’ says Chadwick.

The fee will only apply to orders where the customer has not visited the stockist

Carpetright is to achieve its
target of 200 Sleepright
outlets with 50 Carpetright
stores installing beds by the
end of the year.

‘As we enter our important
autumn trading period, I
believe economic conditions
will remain challenging for
the balance of this financial
year,’ said Lord Harris in the
group’s AGM update. 

‘We have, however, a
fundamentally strong core
business model and we
continue to grow our bed
business with plans to open

a further 50 locations in our
existing Carpetright estate
before Christmas.’

He says the group’s brands
hold market leading
positions in all its
geographic markets. ‘I
believe all of these factors
allow us to look confidently
to the future.’

Carpetright’s annual
reports and accounts show
consumer complaints fell in
the past year from 13.6
complaints per £1m of sales
to 13.1 complaints per £1m
of sales.

Carpetright bed sites on target
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Just like a new kitchen, a new quality carpet is an investment
that will give years of pleasure. And the British make the best
carpet in the world. 

From the White House to the QE2, when the best carpet is
needed, it is British and wool-rich. British made wool-rich carpet
creates that special luxury welcome that no other textile fibre
can create. The UK has the largest per capita use of carpet in the
world – 97% of people have carpet somewhere in the house. All
good news for the British carpet industry one might think?

The reality is somewhat different. While no-one argues that
we make the best carpet and that UK manufacturers are
predominantly wool-rich producers, the fact is that 70% of all
carpet bought in the UK is
synthetic, mainly low-cost
imported tufted products.

So why do so many
consumers still prefer
synthetic carpet? 

It doesn’t make sense for a
country with a long-standing
tradition of supporting the
indigenous wool industry to
favour synthetic carpet which
in turn threatens the future
supply of wool. 

There is probably no single
reason but a combination of
factors including consumer
ignorance of carpet as it is
such an infrequent purchase; marketing issues with some
retailers intent on discount pricing strategies; poor carpet
branding with low awareness of manufacturers and
misconception over the cost of British made carpet.

It is not surprising the UK carpet industry has so passionately
and enthusiastically embraced the Campaign for Wool
spearheaded by Prince Charles. The Carpet Foundation is
coordinating activity for the industry as a whole. If we could
persuade just 1% of consumers to switch to wool-rich carpet it
would result in a 3.25% increase in demand for wool and a
significant upturn in profitability for manufacturers. 

Three-quarters of all wool grown in the UK is used in carpet
produced by British manufacturers, yet sheep numbers
worldwide are in sharp decline. It costs more to shear a sheep
than the price paid for the wool shorn, and wool-less sheep are
now being genetically bred.

The Carpet Foundation urges retailers and the industry to
support wool and support British manufacturers.

Rupert Anton
Carpet Foundation marketing director

Support British wool
and manufacturers 

70% of all
carpet bought
in the UK is
synthetic,
mainly low-
cost imported
tufted
products

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

Tel. 01625 521010

Generate instant
sales & profit for
your business...

Every good retailer, no matter
how successful, is always 
looking for new ways to

increase sales.

Every good retailer wants 
to increase profit, regardless 
of the season or economic 

climate.

www.greenwoodretail.com

Visit our website and watch the
Greenwood Video to see how
we can help you to generate
record breaking sales and 
profit for your business.

Sales promotion 
is for every good retailer.
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1 2

3

4

5

1 & 2 ‘Cavendish Upholstery had an excellent Manchester Furniture

Show with orders taken on all new models and new accounts opened,’

says Mark McCann, Cavendish and Slater Upholstery sales and marketing

director. The good value and high visual impact Pandora (1) with Carlo (2)

was the bestseller. Three week delivery is offered on its UK produced

leather at new lower prices. ‘Retailers are tired of long lead times on

imports, having to pay up front and getting no after sales service,’ says

McCann.

Tel: 01257 277 664

3 A trio of weaves blending contemporary shapes has been created by

Prestigious Textiles in its Inspirations fabrics for curtains, cushions and

accessories. Characterised by an appliqué effect where simple shapes

appear to be layered over a finely ribbed backdrop, Inspirations features a

floral trail (Impulse) and a stylised damask (Orion). Both coordinate with

Orianna, where leafy silhouettes tumble into swirling formations.  

Tel: 01274 688 448

4 Kettal has launched the Kettal Bitta collection by Rodolfo Dordoni, and

Kettal Net, designed by Kettal Studio, while expanding Kettal Landscape

and Kettal Objects. 

Tel: 00349 3487 9090

5 Starting life as a futon bunk with a sofa underneath, Hyder Living’s

Alaska will suit teenagers wanting chill-out space and room for friends to

stay as the sofa converts into a bed. Unlike most futon bunks, the flexible

Alaska can also be separated into a single bed and sofabed.

Tel: 01484 531 000 ���
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6 7 8

9

10

6 Cormar Carpets’ West Country is a 60oz and 50oz natural

flecked berber twist carpet made from 80% pure new wool, 

15% polypropylene and 5% tuftbond polyester. To give a

sharper, luxurious pile surface it is triple sheared. The palette 

of 15 natural flecked heather shades includes a core of beiges

and neutrals alongside new muted natural tones of purple, pink

and grey. 

Visit www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

7 Wallpaper designer Louise Body has launched a fabric

collection with fabrics to complement most of her current

wallpaper designs as well as floral and foliage motifs developed

from her Plant Life wall panels. Pictured is Autumn Woods. 

Visit www.louisebody.com

8 Ulster Carpets has recently launched a range of plains to

complement the nature inspired designs in its new eco range

Natural Choice. Made from 100% natural undyed wool, the

plains are available in 5m, 4m, 3m, 2m and 1m widths. The

Natural Choice range is recyclable and biodegradable at the end

of its lifecycle. 

Tel: 028 3833 4433

9 Mariner’s bespoke period furniture and lighting and its

elegant contemporary furniture and lighting are the product of a

company renowned for its artisan skills, high quality, tailored

design and personal approach. 

Contact Eduaro@mariner.es

10 Somnus has introduced a number of models with enhanced

features to celebrate the company’s 170 year anniversary. The

models – part of the Supremacy range – include Ambassador,

Legend, Marquis and Countess, all covered in exclusive soft

handle ticking with ‘aegis’ anti-dust mite finish and eco wool,

hand-teased horsehair and new spring technology. 

Tel: 01132 055 204 

NEW PRODUCTS
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Variety acts
What do consumers want in the bedroom?

There’s a plethora of bedroom furniture
to choose from so what makes one range
stand out from the rest?

For Kingstown Furniture, white painted
Nicole and Montana and hand-washed
cream finishes on Signature and
Autograph lead the way. 

Geoff Brailsford, Kingstown group sales
director says: ‘Of these, the crisp white
Nicole, whose finish offers durability and
low susceptibility to light is currently,
perhaps, the most popular of all, with a
sculptured, routed design and soft
shaped edges. Our simply fitted look
Michelle and Louise ranges are also
selling extremely well.’

Painted finishes are also popular for
Pinetum. Its Pantone range offers 11
colours, including Frost White, Ivory,
Urban Grey and Winter Mist as well as
Sea Breeze for boys’ bedrooms and Rose
Bud for girls.

Willis & Gambier’s Charlotte has been ‘a
runaway success’ since its launch earlier

Willis & Gambier’s Charlotte

Kingstown’s Nicole

22-23bedroom_IMoct.qxp  24/9/10  11:47  Page 22



BEDS AND BEDROOM

this year. Inspired by 18th century French
Ivory designed furniture, its solid Chinese
oak with oak veneers is finished with a
clear lacquer to show the natural hue.  

Extras include hidden side-hanging
rails in wardrobes that slide out for use,
removable shoe rails and tie hanging rails.

G Plan Cabinets has expanded its
Heritage living and dining room range
into the bedroom. ‘We understand the
importance of giving our retailers a wide
choice of furniture and our bedroom
offer has real depth of range,’ says Gavin
Douglas, marketing manager. 

All include two- and three-door
wardrobes, 5ft wooden frame bed, tall
wide and tall narrow chests, dresser,
bedside cabinet and a mirror.  

Frank Hudson is heading in the
opposite direction, expanding Spire into
living and dining. Using solid ash and
walnut veneers, it is reminiscent of
vintage boudoirs with a modern twist.

The carved spires on the bed head can
be replaced with column mouldings for a
less dramatic look. G Plan Cabinets’ Heritage

22-23_IM_1010  27/9/10  17:32  Page 23
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Art and 
passion
Serene is expanding into

sofabeds and faux

leather bedsteads

Serene Furnishings recognises that little
is achieved by standing still so it
continually evolves by moving into
new product areas.

When Tasleem Tasab founded the
company five years ago, it focused
on budget and mid-market metal
bedsteads before creating more
upmarket designs. Since then the
company has innovated and
improved, introducing a collection of
modern and contemporary styles
from many interesting inspirations.

Now it has moved into the faux leather
bedstead and sofabed markets.

‘Art and passion working hand in hand
is the reason for our success,’ says Tasab.
‘Serene for me, is my piece of art.’

The creative product development
department has created a faux leather
range where every model has been
selected carefully and refined from 
the perfect colour combination 
and the best quality of material, all the 
way down to the appropriate legs of
each individual bed, he explains. 

‘Serene is escaping the rat race and
taking its own leads in choosing bespoke
designs which give the company its own
unique identity. 

‘Furnish your imagination is not a
slogan, it is our way of seeing the world
of beds. It is the driving force behind our

history of innovation that continues into
the new collections.’

The Castello bedstead has a chunky 
head end available in various sizes
including 4ft and 6ft.

The two double click-clack sofas are
available in a number of styles.

Left: Pavia and Venice
(bottom) sofabeds

Below: Castello bedstead
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Signature designs
Communication with retailers ensures Signature

Living designers come up with the right products

Signature Living will follow up the launch
of its Freyr oak dining range at The
Manchester Furniture Show and AIS
exhibition by expanding it into the
bedroom.

Like the dining range, it will be
available in satin lacquered and country
white finishes.

As its UK design team works closely
with retailers, Signature Living ensures
they receive the exclusivity and designs
that are right for them, backed by its
state of the art manufacturing facility
and quality control team in Hangzhou. 

The company recently became an AIS
preferred supplier and has bolstered its
representation with new agents. 

Brandon Dyke covers the South West
and the Midlands; Terry Haines London,
the South and North to Lincolnshire.
Glenn Matthews, covering Lancashire
and Yorkshire, joins Ian Gibbons, its
established agent in Scotland and
Ireland.

The company’s 2011 brochure will be
published in mid-November and include
the new Concerto oak dining range,
Avignon American black walnut dining
range and the bestselling Odyssey.

Samples of the Freyr bedroom range
are available to view through the agents. 

All ranges will be available to preview
in January before the official launch at
Interiors in Birmingham.

Above: Freyr will be
rolled out from living
and dining to the
bedroom

Left: Signature
Living’s Hangzhou
factory
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Amalfi

Carriage 
paid on

orders over
£600

Mexican
Furniture 

with
dovetailed
drawers

AM510 £29.99
3 drawer bedside

525w x 400d x 665h

AM513 £56.99
3 drawer chest

835w x 435d x 805h

AM514 £69.99
4 drawer chest

835w x 435d x 1043h

AM540 £44.99
ottoman

830w x 450d x 420h

AM520 £107.99
2 door wardobe

859w x 562d x 1852h

AM521 £119.99
2 door, 1 drawer wardrobe

AM518 £57.99
single pedestal
dressing table
1025w x 435d x 74 h

AM519 £119.99
6+2 drawer large chest

1410w x 435d x 805h

853w x 562d x 1852h

2

Capri

7 day 
delivery 
on stock

items

Direct 
home 

delivery
serviceCP519 £139.99

6+2 drawer chest
1498w x 450d x 819h

CP514 £82.99
4 drawer wide chest

CP513 £69.99
3 drawer wide chest

CP510 £39.99
3 drawer bedside

565w x 400d x 666h

CP525 £149.99
Armoire

670w x 565d x 1870h

CP520 £139.99
2 door wardrobe

930w x 565d x 1870h

CP522 £169.99
2 door 2 drawer wardrobe

1200w x 565d x 1870h

CP501 £79.99
tall bookcase 

(not pictured)

CP502 £49.99
low bookcase

CP518 £114.99
double pedestal dressing table

1498w x 450d x 819h

790w x 450d x 1054h 790w x 450d x 819h

790w x 300d x 1700h

790w x 300d x 957h

Order today at Core Products • t: 01738 630555  • f: 01738 625733  • e: sales@coreproducts.co.uk

from
by Core Products
quality flat packed furniture
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CARPET

Full
impact
Limited Edition’s Hamburg

showroom brings carpet

displays to new heights���
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Walk into most carpet stores and you don’t know where to look:
copious numbers of wall units as far as the eye can see with
display units, waterfalls, lecterns and tombolas competing to fill
the centre ground. At Limited Edition’s new Hamburg
showroom all of this is stripped away so that its carpets are
given the room to be seen and create an impact.

From the moment you walk in, it is easy to see individual
designs and there is no confusion of where to go once you’ve
crossed the threshold. Carpets are displayed either as large rugs
on the semi-glossy concrete floor – with none overlapping – or
on sliding panels on the walls.

‘This emphasises the point that they can be very artistic –
some customers use them as wall art – and when they come in
the showroom they can immediately see the impact the carpet
will have on a room’, says Taunya Renson-Martin, Limited Edition
spokeswoman.

As shoppers can see several designs at the same time in a
reasonable size rather than 17in samples, it makes it easier for
them to imagine what they will look like in their home. 

Carpets are displayed on floors and walls
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It also gives Limited Edition the opportunity to use quite small
spaces as showrooms: Hamburg, its sixth, is just 950sq ft but
thanks to its lighting and high ceiling seems a lot larger.

A display of small samples provides an instant overview of a
selection of the designs and the differing weights on offer.
While on the wall in Hamburg, at its larger flagship Brussels
showroom the board forms part of the window display, so
passers by stop and stare at the options while shoppers inside
can spend a long time touching the samples.

As well as its range of 314 carpets (and many runners),
Limited Edition offers a colour matching and mixing service. If
the initial pompom is liked by the customer, a larger sample is
produced before the final order is placed. After all, with prices
ranging from €80 (£68) per sqm for Cool to €720 (£615) per sqm
for Cosmos Silk, it could be an expensive mistake to make. 

CARPET

Limited Edition offers a colour mixing service in addition to its range of 314 carpets including Palomino Glam (below) and Mustang (bottom)
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Message understood
The Ask If campaign promoting the benefits of buying

British is approaching its third anniversary 

In January 2008 the Ask If It Is Great British Furniture campaign
was launched, designed to highlight the merits of UK made
furniture.

‘The idea of a united, national campaign was first brought to
the table by Stuart Chadwick, Vale-Bridgecraft md and BFM
director. We picked up the cudgel as we believed that a
collective approach to promoting the entire British furniture
manufacturing industry made much more sense than
companies doing it on an individual basis,’ says Adam Mason,
BFM commercial director.

After telling a PR company the story of the industry, the
campaign was created. Starting with seven manufacturers who
believed in the concept, Press advertisements, POS, and the
website were produced.

The reaction and response from consumers has been positive
and encouraging, says Mason. ‘Consumers were seeing the
advertisements, logging on to the website and learning about
the manufacturers involved and, most importantly, where to
buy their products.’

Since then www.greatbritishfurniture.co.uk has attracted just
over 500,000 consumers and hundreds have emailed the BFM
requesting information or just offering their support. 

One consumer from Bristol wrote: ‘It’s not really an enquiry,
more a note of congratulations that a trade body has taken the
initiative to promote the advantages of buying UK products to
the consumer. At a time when we are hearing of the difficulties
of the British economy, your campaign must surely represent an

example to all genuine British manufacturers, in all market
sectors, to start banging the drum of the advantages of
purchasing UK products, to the consumer and country.’

Mason explains that once consumers were coming on board,
the second phase was to engage the retail sector. 

‘We were very aware from the beginning that there would be
little point in contacting retailers seeking their support at the
very start. We had to prove the concept worked and carried a
message that the British public wanted to hear and would
support. Then armed with statistics, data and messages of
goodwill, we could take the campaign to the retail sector.’

The first retailer to see the value of promoting its British
suppliers was Quilters of Ruislip. In October 2009, it launched as
the first ‘Great British Furniture Store’ with a six month
campaign.

Dickinsons Furnishers of Hexham and Collingwood Batchellor
launched as Great British Furniture Stores in 2010 and a further
dozen independent retailers have used the campaign either 
in-store, online or on promotional literature.

Several multiple retailers have also expressed interest in
running with the campaign. 

‘We have had dozens of enquiries from independent retailers
and also a number from multiple retailers. Indeed, we are very
confident that one of these retailers with over 100 stores
around the country will launch the campaign in the New Year.
This will provide a further boost for the campaign and increase
its exposure significantly,’ says Mason. 

Quilters was the first ‘Great British Furniture Store’
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Safe haven
Being based in the UK brings benefits
to Lebus and its customers

Availability, fast response times, value, and service are all
positive comments manufacturer Lebus Upholstery regularly
receives from customers, says Karl Walker, Lebus director.

‘The philosophy we have always adopted was to be in a
position to control all aspects of our manufacturing process
here in the UK. This allows us greater flexibility when looking at
product design and customer demands. The great thing is
being able to respond quickly to market trends,’ he says. 

The company can have product on shopfloors within weeks,
rather than months, allowing it and customers to target key
trading periods with new or promotional ranges.

Having its own wood mill gives Lebus the opportunity to
develop shape and complexity into products, something Walker
says has proven to be highly successful in recent times.

‘There has been a definite migration back to UK-based
manufacturers over the past couple of years as customers look
for safer havens in uncertain trading conditions. The key is

being able to get well designed, commercial, competitively
priced product on to shopfloors at the earliest opportunity.
Back this up with short lead-times and great customer service
and you have a fighting chance.’

He acknowledges it is in a very demanding marketplace in
terms of economic conditions and pressure for shopfloor space
from overseas companies. 

‘Nothing other than excellence will succeed in this
environment. Something we believe our customers appreciate,’
says Walker.

Lebus has been adding complexity to designs such as Geneva
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Knockout Print Services
For all your print and design needs

Knockout Print Services is a brand new print
management and design company that will work
smarter and harder for you than anyone else.

Using our considerable industry know-how we can
get you the best quality products at the right
prices...you name it, we can produce it!

Here’s how it works...Either you give us 
print-ready artwork along with your print
specification or we will take an initial design brief
from you and show you some options which we
can develop further. Either way, when you’re
happy, we will manage the project from start to
finish for you, while you can relax knowing your
work is in safe hands!

We offer design and printing services for:

• Stationery
• Leaflets
• Magazines
• Postcards
• Posters
• Brochures
• Websites, plus much, much more!

Call us now for a no obligation quote and find out
just how competitive we are!

Unit 11 Riverside Business Centre
Riverside House
Riverlawn Road

Tonbridge
Kent TN9 1EP

Phone: 01732 783551
Fax: 01732 783562

E-mail: info@knockoutprint.co.uk
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Buying locally improves cashflow

and cuts costs, says Kingstown

There has never been a better time to buy British, reckons Geoff
Brailsford, Kingstown Furniture group sales director. 

‘When retailers are scrutinising every cost, buying from UK
manufacturers can really help to save money. For example
buying from a British manufacturer enables retailers to save on
transport and delivery costs and, thanks to quick delivery times,
storage costs can be reduced too. The money saved can be
redistributed to other parts of their business and cashflow is
improved,’ he says.

British manufacturers also offer better customer service
thanks to easy communication and faster response times. And,
he says, there’s an added piece of mind when dealing with a UK
manufacturer as they provide good back up, reliability of supply
and high product specification standards.

In recent years UK consumers have become more aware of
environmental issues and want furniture that has been
produced in an ethical way. Many UK manufacturers operate
with great care for the environment. 

‘Kingstown is a proud and committed “green” manufacturer,
using sustainable raw materials and recycling as much as
possible to look after the environment. This is a real selling
point for our furniture and sets us apart from many overseas
manufacturers that do not display this commitment,’ says
Brailsford.

‘One of the most important incentives for retailers to buy
British is that it supports the UK manufacturing industry. British
workers are kept in jobs and retailers benefit from fantastic
local, British design.’

BEST OF BRITISH

Local logic

Made in Britain: Michelle
(top), Serena (centre) and
Provence (bottom)
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Lebus Upholstery
designed for todays lifestyle

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

Mayfair
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Custom calling
One Call Furniture’s products are made in Britain 

and designed to meet the needs of  British homes

One Call Furniture manufactures fully assembled bedroom
furniture in Barking, East London close to the M25 and M11,
giving fast access to the national motorway network.

Previously it made furniture for the landlord and contract
markets providing ready-built economically priced product to
save on-site time and labour needed to assemble flatpacks.

To broaden the customer base ranges were designed to
appeal to the retail market at various price points and over the
years this policy has given impetus to continuous growth.
Rebranding products as 360 Furniture for All, further reinforced
the intention to cater for different market tastes and budgets.

The design team attends major European trade shows to gain
ideas and see the latest design trends and materials. This year’s
addition of the Alpine White and Orient Black high gloss
products to the Visualise range was a direct result of these
travels. It is also aware of the size limitations for furniture in the
average British home and views this as an important part of the
design concept.

The principle of fast response to delivery demands has been
made possible by being a UK manufacturer with orders factory
assembled from substantial stocks of component parts
produced in large batches to be cost effective. This allows
customers to order what they want, when they want it, with
delivery not being controlled by the arrival of the next
container. As prices are in sterling there are none of the cost
vagaries associated with imports.

Most raw materials are from UK producers using sustainable
resources and recycled fibres. This not only cuts the supply
chain, allowing rapid response to changing market demands,
but also keeps the carbon footprint of products low.

One Call invests in the latest manufacturing technology to
improve quality and remain a competitively priced producer
providing employment by expanding its operations. Recent
investment will allow an even wider range, including specialist
contract furniture produced to customers’ requirements. It is
also exploring the possibility of adding other types of furniture. 

BEST OF BRITISH

Top: Alpine White
Right: Orient Black
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CAMPAIGN FOR WOOL
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Wave the flag
How patriotism is

helping in the

flooring sector

‘Over the years when the economy has
hit troubled times there has definitely
been an increase in patriotism when it
comes to the buying decisions of the
British public, and I believe this current
economic period is no different,’ says
Martin West, Kingsmead Carpets general
manager. 

It is no coincidence that the number of
Union Flags appearing on POS up and
down the country has increased.

‘In the case of the carpet buying
public, when they are buying 80/20
products they are able not just to
support British manufacturing of the
product, but also the British wool
spinning industry and British farmers.
The British Wool logo on the majority of
our twist products has become a
significant selling tool,’ he says.

British carpet manufacturers have
struggled to compete at the volume end
of the market and concentrated on the
middle to better end. This has led to a
reputation of quality and value for
money understood by the retailer who
can sell a British-made carpet with
confidence.

‘Kingsmead will continue to support,
where possible, its own British suppliers
and promote that policy to a discerning
and patriotic public,’ says West.

British Wool’s new logo highlights
100% British Wool in products along with
the existing Shepherd’s Crook mark. The
Platinum logo is available to those
buying 100% British Wool through the
British Wool Marketing Board’s (BWMB)
Platinum Certificate, which traces the
wool from the auction through the
processing chain and signed off at each
stage as 100% British Wool. British Wool
bought under this scheme qualifies for
the BWMB’s environmental Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA) accreditation IS0 14040.

‘We have a growing number of
manufacturers that want to produce
100% British Wool products and make
use of the environmental information
and data within our LCA. The trend for
both British origin wool and eco-
credibility is very strong and we wanted
to offer them a visible marketing
statement to support their products in
store,’ says Ian Hartley, British Wool
Marketing Board ceo.

‘We believe that many manufacturers
now see this certification route as
offering a real marketing opportunity at
consumer level.’

Above: Kingsmead’s New Vitronic in Claire Top: The new British Wool logo

Another British success is Ezifloor,
launched in Keighley, West Yorkshire four
years ago with two polyurethane
underlay products in a predominantly
rubber underlay market.

‘When we look back on our humble
beginnings we are amazed,’ says Ezifloor’s
Ian Craig. ‘We now occupy an 180,000sqft

factory and have increased our product
range from two to 14 in three densities
and six gauges with different film or
paper backings.

‘All in all it’s been an amazing journey
and as an independently owned UK
company we will continue to bring to the
industry more innovative PU underlays.’
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No missing screws 
An Israeli designer has

come up with what 

he regards as foolproof

flatpack furniture

Flatpack furniture is great because it
means the customer can take it home
straight away, but it’s not so great when
they complain that screws are missing
and Part C and Part F don’t fit. This
usually means the retailer has to sort it
out, which can be irritating when the
pack was supplied with spare screws that
the customer has lost, and he just can’t
follow the instructions.

But does it have to be this way? Not
according to Israeli furniture designer 
Jair Straschnow, now based in ���

The four legs of the bench
are slotted through a
dovetail detail into two
horizontal beams. The beams
slide in opposite directions in
tracks under the surface and
are then locked by two
dowels, which in turn are
locked into position by two
smaller dowels.
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CONTACT DETAILS:

Office and showroom address:

6b Parc Nantgarw, Heol Y Gamlas, Treforest Ind Estate,

Treforest, Cardiff CF15 7QT;

T: 0845 223 4900

Barry Webb, sales director:

E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07702 603971

Andrew Cavaciuti, Furniture Origins sales agent for South

West and Wales: 

E:andrewcavaciuti@hotmail.co.uk; M: 07500 830888

Mike Brown, Furniture Origins sales agent for Scotland/

Cumbria/North East & Yorkshire:

E: mbaxmaikbrown@aol.co.uk; M: 07831 572601

McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:

E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00353 47 81366/81360

Teresa Reaney, head of sales & marketing:

E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or

E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834

Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North

West/East Anglia/Kent/Essex & Greater London:

E: alan.endersbee@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019

Furniture Origins’ colonial-

inspired New England ash range,

finished with a honey stain, was

recently previewed at The

Manchester Furniture Show and

is proving a popular addition to

our extensive portfolio of dining

and bedroom ranges. New

England is designed and manu-

factured by Furniture Origins UK.

Also featured at the exhibition

was the Savanah dining collec-

tion. This understated ivory satin

finished collection with natural

oak tops embodies the classic

styling and elegance of modern

living. The range is also available

in a bedroom collection. 

Full product details can be

requested from our sales office. 

Savanah

New England 

Welcome to New England
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Amsterdam. His Grassworks furniture
collection doesn’t have a screw, nut, bolt
or Allen key. 

Instead, Straschnow turned to
traditional woodworking techniques,
most notably the reworking of the
dovetail joint. This has been used not
only as a detail, but also as a structural
principle, allowing only one possible way
of assembly. Think of it as a large 3D
jigsaw. 

Straschnow uses bamboo for the
collection, both for its environmental
benefits and its strength. The bookcase/
room divider, for example, is stabilised by
the tension created from the base. The
interlocking vertical spacers support the
side plates and the shelf. The tension in
the structure enables the use of thin
lightweight sheet material.

Assembly of the bookcase/room

divider

1 Lay out all 15 parts

2 Follow the assembly instructions

3 Finished bookcase/room divider

1

2

3

48 Interiors Monthly October 2010
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Fab florals 
Hill & Co has licensed fabric designs

for its latest collection of rugs

Sanderson and sister brand Harlequin have boosted the
licensing of their fabric collections with Hill & Co’s launch of a
rug collection based on the fabric designs.

Sanderson Early Tulips, measuring 1.8m x 1.2m, is available in
cherry and cherry and aubergine designs with a RRP of £395;
Harlequin Entwine, Harlequin Inspire, Harlequin Passion,
Harlequin Pod, Harlequin Time and Sanderson Dandelion Clocks
have RRPs of £635 for a 2.4m x 1.7m rug, while Harlequin
Passion has a RRP of £735. 

All are part of Hill & Co’s 100% Viscose Premium Tufted range
and were debuted at Decorex. 

Clockwise from top right: Early
Tulips in cherry and aubergine
and cherry; Sanderson’s
Dandelion Clocks; Harlequin’s
Inspire; Harlequin’s Passion
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High 
street
choice
General stores are awash with rugs

Clockwise from

top: Marks &
Spencer’s Geo
Reef; Rose &
Grey’s Knock
Knock; B&Q’s
Classic Rose;
Very’s patterned
shaggy; Dunelm
Mill’s Floral Scroll;
Debenhams’
Puzzle

If Vince Cable is in search of markets where
competition is healthy, he could do no better that
look at the rug market. Looking at the selection of
products on offer at leading stores it is apparent that
whatever design the consumer wants they can get. 

If modern stripes is the thing, Ben de Lisi’s Puzzle
rug for Debenhams could suit, or if a traditional
floral pattern is wanted, B&Q or Dunelm Mill may be
seeing more business. Very could attract shoppers
looking for swirls, while those searching for more
sophisticated statements could be heading to Rose
& Grey or Marks & Spencer.
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Timorous Beasties and Brintons have
reunited to launch a collection of hand-
tufted rugs. The Timorous Beasties Rugs
by Brintons collection has taken two
years to develop and follows  2007’s First
Weave.   

‘This is a totally unique collection that
offers detail and depth that has never
been seen before in hand-tufted rugs.
Through our collaboration with Timorous
Beasties, we have produced a collection
that draws on highly-innovative design,
is beautifully drawn and coloured and
redefines the many varied effects and
yarns that the traditional hand-tufted
process affords’, says John Bain, Brintons
global design director.

Alistair McAuley, Timorous Beasties co-
founder says: ‘This is a naturally organic
collection that evolved beautifully and
threw up some developments and ideas
that really surprised us. Our work is all
about changing the perception of what
is precious and important in the interior
space and this collection will, like First
Weave, definitely put rugs in the
spotlight.’

‘Pushing the boundaries of technology
can sometimes be restrictive and difficult

when you’re working with some
mediums but I think we’ve achieved our
goal with this collection. The designs are
as detailed as you can get and that
translates into a product that is
technically brilliant and stunning to look
at,’ says Paul Simmons, who co-founded
Timorous Beasties with McAuley in 1990.

Among the seven ranges, This Modern
World takes inspiration from Eastern rugs

but adds a contemporary flavour with
vibrant pure colours and fine carving
techniques. Plantation has hand-drawn
images of snakes and tobacco flowers
while Aviary focuses on abstract
silhouettes, branches and birds to
capture delicate elements mixed with a
broader damask overlay. Background
colour grading combines silk-effect yarns
with wool to give a strong shimmer.

RUGS

Pushing the boundaries
Look what happened when Brintons and Timorous Beasties joined forces again

Above: Aviary
Right: Plantation
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• light and durable they are a serious alternative to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties • recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly • fitter friendly

available from all major flooring distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk

Ezifloors new comprehensive
range of pu underlays

H DH D C o n t r a c t 9

u n d e r l a y

Prima range – film faced unbranded product in a branded bag

Softstep range – film faced fully branded product in a branded bag

Superstep range – paper faced product fully branded in a branded bag

Softstep HD product – high density product suitable for all contract locations

all Ezifloor products are available in a range of thicknesses and densities

THE ONLY TRULY 
INDEPENDENT BRITISH 

PU UNDERLAY 
MANUFACTURER
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While the economy

is still reporting

slow growth in the

UK, one company

has seen a signifi-

cant upturn with

more than 500

new customers in

the past year.

Interfloor has in-

vested heavily in a

campaign to build

awareness of the benefits of sponge rubber

and crumb rubber underlay. The Campaign for

Real Underlay has been active through the

trade press, direct marketing, email, web and

point of sale. It has been highly successful in

promoting the benefits rubber underlay offers

in terms of consumer preference, perform-

ance and enhanced ‘sellability’. 

‘As a result, we’ve seen an increase in cus-

tomers buying rubber underlay and the growth

in some of our premium products, such as

Tredaire Colours Red and Duralay Kensington

Deluxe, has been outstanding,’ says Gary

Cowley, Interfloor sales director. 

‘Another reason for the company’s recent

success is that they are helping the retailer to

increase their sales by selling more products

to consumers who wouldn’t normally have

purchased an underlay.  Rarely does the con-

sumer ask for an underlay product by name,

although they do have some recognition of the

brands, especially Tredaire and Duralay.

We’ve provided POS stands, as part of our

Profit Ability programme, so that consumers

can stand on the underlay and feel for them-

selves the quality and the difference which a

superior product adds to a new carpet. 

‘This not only makes customers more likely

to buy a new underlay, but also more likely to

buy a better quality product,’ says Cowley.

Interfloor has worked with hundreds of

retailers, via the Interfloor Profit Ability pro-

gramme, to help them sell more underlay.

More than 80% have increased volumes by

10% or better – some by as much as 100%. 

‘At Interfloor we can help retailers sell more

underlay and get better margins in these

tough times. Of course, the recession has

affected the volumes which retailers have

been able to sell, but by offering a better

selection and selling in the benefits to the con-

sumer, we are starting to see a real difference

in volumes – plus the consumers love the

products.’ 

And if that wasn’t enough, the company

exports to more than 70 countries as far afield

as Russia, Africa, the Middle East and China.

Interfloor rubber underlay is the preferred

Investment 
in marketing
and customer 
service drives
growth

Gary Cowley
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choice of many of the world’s leading hotel

groups including Hilton, Marriott, Sheraton,

Intercontinental, Hyatt and Jumeirah. 

‘They will only choose the very best and

we’re delighted that they choose Interfloor.

One of the most high profile customers

includes the latest major five star hotel in

Dubai, The Atlantis, with around 1,500 rooms,

which has more than 100,000sqm of Interfloor

rubber underlay. But we had already supplied

underlay for the seven star Burj Al Arab, and

the tallest building in the world, the Burj

Khalifa. We are also replacing underlay in all of

the mosques in Abu Dhabi,’ says Cowley.

At the same time Interfloor has been beef-

ing up its PU capacity. ‘Our role is to manufac-

ture and market the underlay products that

customers need. There has been an increase

in the demand for PU and we have respond-

ed in a big way. Our manufacturing plant in

Dumfries has introduced a new, state-of-the-

art line to produce our PU. We’ve increased

our range of Tredaire PU underlays to eight,

the latest of which, Tredaire Contract 9, is an

ultra high density 9mm domestic underlay

suitable for double stick applications. We’ve

overtaken the number two manufacturer and

at our current rate of growth we expect

Tredaire to become the number one brand for

PU in the next 12 months.’

But the story isn’t just about underlay.

Interfloor also provides more than 800 flooring

accessory products including carpet gripper,

profiles, adhesives, tapes and fitting tools.

Interfloor is the only manufacturer of carpet

gripper in Europe, through its Gripperrods

product.  

‘And we have also invested heavily in this

product too,’ says Cowley. ‘We have changed

and improved the product’s look and quality

so that it is now the best performing gripper

product in the UK. We’re the only manufactur-

er to use Russian birch – the best type of ply-

wood for gripper due to its superior strength

and consistency. There is competition from

plywood made from poplar but we don’t rec-

ommend this as it’s softer and more prone to

“bowing”.’

Interfloor, the only major underlay manufac-

turing company which is wholly UK-owned,

has also made customer service a priority.

‘One reason why the company is going

from strength to strength is because we listen

to what our customers are telling us and then

A
d
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act on it. We identified opportunities to

improve the speed and responsiveness of our

delivery service, to extend our product range

and to provide enhanced marketing support

to our customers,’ he says.

‘We have made significant improvements to

our customer offering, and that includes a

faster response time to orders, greater flexibil-

ity, and an updated fleet. All of our tractor units

are now less than a year old, with most of the

trailers having also been replaced. With fuel

efficiencies, lower emissions and a tracker

system to enable timed routes, deliveries can

be accurately timed to maximise convenience

for our customers.  

‘Interfloor is a very solid business, built on

many years of trading, but we actually care

about the products we supply and about the

service we give to our customers. Customer

service is of paramount importance, as is the

range of products and offering value for

money.’  

Cowley has been at Interfloor, and prev-

iously Tredaire, for 11 years and he sees the

improvements in marketing support and cus-

tomer service. 

‘We’ve listened and we have worked hard

to improve our service. We believe that we

offer more value to our customers because we

can give them the brands, products, market-

ing support and customer service to help their

businesses thrive. At the end of the day that’s

what really matters.’

Above: Contract 9

Below: Interfloor

underlay is

installed in the

Burj Khalifa
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Flying
More than 60 bed firms showed
their latest products

The country’s first stand-alone retail bed
exhibition for decades made its debut on
28-29 September – and retailers
responded with visitor numbers far
higher than exhibitors and organiser
National Bed Federation could have
hoped for for a first time show. Some 63
NBF members showed off their latest
products.

Airsprung Beds introduced four
Sleepwalk roll-up mattresses, offering a
choice of open coil, open coil with
memory foam, memory foam and foam
and memory foam. It also introduced
branded duvets and pillows alongside
the Universal divans with a choice of
three fabrics and three faux leathers.
Carpenter unveiled several launches in

its recently rebranded Sleepbetter range
of sleep and travel accessories, including
mattress toppers, pillows and neck
pillows alongside a sleepover set, roll-up
mattress and beanbag in its Snugkids

range and four mattress toppers.
Deluxe Beds showed its collection of

side-stitched, twin height mattresses and
updated tickings while DesleeClama
debuted the Actipro ticking containing
probiotic microflora designed to
eliminate the allergens produced by dust
mites, the Reborn polyester fibre made
from recycled PET bottles and the EcoFair
cotton ticking.
Dunlopillo introduced the TempSmart

cover, designed to keep the user warm
when it is cold and cool when it is hot,
alongside the Harmonize temperature
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Carpenter’s Snugkids beanbags

start
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regulation system, with Moderno featuring
both. Renaissance is a low base model.
Myers introduced several new tickings

and added latex to models.
Slumberland introduced the Night Star

and Azure Sky clean look divans with
wooden feet combining springs and
talalay latex and springs and foam
respectively. Sensitivity is an anti-
bacterial treatment being introduced on
selected models.
Somnus showed off its Supremacy

collection while sister brand Spink &
Edgar sought to achieve a select national

network of 12 stockists.
Staples introduced the Denver

Backcare, Palermo and Rochelle models.
Sweet Dreams added the Infinity and

Cherish to its Well Being range alongside
the Duo visitor bed with a full size lower
mattress. Apollo is a pine bunk bed with
a single bed above the double bed. An
oak finish was added to Gere and
Arquette while the Utah and Kentucky
sofabeds were debuted with a choice of
20 fabrics.
A full review will appear in the

November issue.
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The show also saw the debut of the

National Bed Federation’s Lifetime

Achievement Awards.

The retailer award, sponsored by

Interiors Monthly, was won by Dreams

founder Mike Clare, who transformed a

single store into the country’s largest bed

chain. Receiving the award at the awards

dinner, Clare said the chain’s frequent TV

advertising campaigns had helped the

sector in general, raising the awareness of

beds to consumers.

Peter Spinks, Harrison Spinks chairman

won the manufacturer award and John

Cotton, John Cotton Group chairman the

supplier award.

‘Inspirational people make a difference

to those around them – some on a small

scale; some on a much larger one. As

judges we were challenged with picking

winners amongst winners. As as long as

there are such inspirational figures in the

bed industry, it will continue to thrive

and prosper,’ says Andrew Kidd, Interiors

Monthly editor, who judged the awards

with Richard de Melim, Furnishing

Report editor and Paul Farley, Furniture

News editor.

Somnus’Ortho Care

Sweet Dreams’Apollo

Mike Clare
Retailer Winner

John Cotton
Supplier Winner

Manufacturer winner Peter Spinks (left) with
nominees Peter Keen, Hypnos chairman and
Jonathan Myers, former Myers chairman
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Field of
flooring
The return to Harrogate proved to

be a good move as exhibitors and

buyers will testify ���

REVIEW

Ulster’s Natural Choice

Brink & Campman’s Xian
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Tel: 01827 831430    
Fax: 01827 831431

www.georgiancarpetsuk.co.uk

Crystal Stripes
in 8 striking colour combinations
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Field of Dreams may or may not be a
favourite film of David Wildman,
organiser of the Harrogate Flooring
Show, but James Earl Jones’s dialogue
surely is: ‘People will come Ray. People
will most definitely come.’ And so it
proved.

In the run up to the event there were
serious concerns that if retailers didn’t
attend this year it would be the end of
the show. But come they did, with the
decision to start the event on a Sunday
attracting a different audience from
during the week, exhibitors were kept
busy for most of the three days.

So what did non-visitors miss?
Abingdon Carpets celebrated the 21st

anniversary of Stainfree with new display
units while for the Wilton Royal collection
the Charter Supreme Gold 60oz twist was
added. Its hard flooring Distinctive brand
introduced tan oak, leather and bamboo
finishes to the engineered wood range.

Asiatic Carpets launched Caress, softer
microfibre shaggies, added pink, orange,
purple and teal to Damroo and unveiled
the textured Two Tone range in five
colours along with a selection of large
floral designs.

Associated Weavers recoloured Luxury
Touch with more pastel shades,
introduced Cashmere Textures with three
designs and seven colours in each,
added a heart design to Sparkle and
launched the semi-shaggy 65%
polypropylene/35% polyester Carnival.

Beauflor’s new stand displays six or 12
ranges of vinyl, while giving the ���

Above left: Edel-Telenzo’s Chelsea
Above right: Ossfloor’s Chiltern Textures
Below: Rama’s Tropics

REVIEW
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Kersaint Cobb
"natural floorcoverings" - Sisal, Grasses, Wool & Wood

"Beautiful floors to make Beautiful homes"

www.kersaintcobb.co.uk                        Tel: 01675 430 430

Thanks to everyone that visited
our stand at Harrogate 2010!

Kersaint Cobb...
a refreshing change
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Ultragrip Pro soft contract and Ultragrip
Style collections their UK debut.

BMK previewed a new palette of
colours for its striped Vogue collection
while Brink & Campman previewed 2011
models alongside its smaller 2011
product book and launched the Xian
Kids range of eight designs. 

Carpenter showed off its more modern
brand image, and Clarendon the Simply
Fine 80/20 twist in 14 shades. Cormar
Carpets introduced the triple sheared
50oz and 60oz West Country berber
twist, made from 80% wool, 15%
polypropylene and 5% polyester. It
comes in 15 natural flecked heather
shades.

From Edel-Telenzo was Chelsea, a
three-ply yarn wool low level Brussels
loop in eight shades, along with Aquarius
and Taurus, aimed at the care market
with 11 colours.

Gaskell debuted Venetian while
Georgian Carpets unveiled the Amington
80/20 twist in 4m and 5m widths, four
weights and seven colours, and the
Cherwell 80/20 twist in 4m and 5m
widths, three weights and eight colours.

Kersaint Cobb announced a yet to be
named six strong sisal runner collection,
finalised its display stand first seen at the
Flooring One show, and significantly
boosted its wood offer. It added seven
finish options for its 14mm engineered
wood floors, along with dual width
planks that can be used together.

Kingsmead Carpets’ Silk Sensations
and Silk Supreme Saxony collections are
both available in 11 colours while the
relaunched Artwork combines its
bestselling colours and Wools Of New
Zealand trend forecast shades.

Lifestyle Floors followed up the launch
of its carpets with four vinyl ranges,
seven laminate collections and nine
engineered wood choices to be rolled
out in November. The vinyl displays
feature oversized samples to make it
easier for shoppers to imagine the ���

Above: Super-Click’s
eponymous vinyl
system
Right: Victoria’s
EasiCare
Below: Manx’s
Natures Envy

REVIEW
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P.O. Box 10468, Birmingham B46 1WN

Tel: 01675 433501 Fax: 0870 1916072
Email:  sales@shawhomefoundations.co.uk

Two New Ranges Are Being 
Launched This Autumn

The Home Of
Modern Day Saxony

where great floors begin
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design in their homes. Also announced
was that Lifestyle is Headlam’s branding
in the Fun on the Floor campaign.

Manx-Carpets launched Nature’s Envy,
a berber twist in 14 neutral shades while
Melrose added to its heatset, shaggy and
utility collections.

Mr Tomkinson’s waterfall lectern fits
four ranges with standard size samples
and room for samples underneath.  

Ossfloor introduced Chiltern Textures
available in 14 shades, 4m and 5m
widths and three weights. 

Rama Carpets extended its Tropics
range with dramatic large floral and leaf
designs and added 40 mainly
contemporary designs to Mondrian.

Shaw launched the polyamide
Richmond and Alabama saxonies with a
choice of 15 and 12 colours respectively,
rather than shades of beige, along with
the Charleston and Charleston Elite
polypropylene ranges. Also on show was
a compact revolving display stand with
room for four ranges.

Stoddard Carpets launched the three-
ply Manhattan in a dozen colours and
4m and 5m widths, and the Composer
Collection with three designs featuring
four colours per design and a 4m width. 

Super-Click showed its eponymous
glueless vinyl tile fitting system
developed by Mei Li Sheng Plastics. The
push to fit system has been in
development for four years and the
company hoped to have concluded
negotiations with potential licensees and
stockists by the end of September.���

Above: Plantation
Rug Company’s
Tartan design
Right: Signature’s
Notting Hill in
bleached oak

Left: Kingsmead’s
Fondant
Below: Mr
Tomkinson’s waterfall
display
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To become a
Siesta bed
stockist call

0121 773 9969
www.siestabeds.co.uk
Nationwide Weekly Delivery

POCKET FLEX CARNARVON SOFT FLEX SPRUNG FLEX

FLORENCE ALOE VERA VISCO FLEX BUCKINGHAM CARDIFF
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From Triple King was a display stand
for wood floors featuring an information
panel on the side.

Ultimate Rug Company introduced
cushions to match its Veronica and
Sparkle designs, while adding a 20 colour
polyester with the Lurex collection plus
20 floral and plain designs to Floral Art.
Now the Habana Home UK distributor,
the collection offers 28 designs.

Ulster Carpets expanded the Natural
Choice collection with seven plains while
patterned Blossom is inspired by the
Orient with coloured petals in a mix of
traditional and contemporary designs.

Ulster Carpets, one of two firms (along
with Brockway) to use the Wools of New
Zealand Laneve traceability scheme,
debuted Queenstown, a two-tone
textured rib and Auckland, a plain rib,
each with six colours.

Perhaps the major surprise of the show
was Victoria Carpet’s move into the
polypropylene market with the EasiCare
collection. Recognising that
polypropylene takes the majority of the
UK carpet market the company said it
had to be part of it. The collection
contains a twist, tweed and Saxony, each
in a dozen different colours and available
in 4m and 5m widths.

In its core wool collections, Suede was
recoloured with additional taupes,
Imperial Velvet succeeds Royal Eminence
and is available in a 45oz weight and 20
colours. Natural Coordinates offers a 4m
stripe and rib and cord in 4m and 5m
widths. Simply Heathers has a choice of a
dozen colours, 4m and 5m widths and
40oz and 50z weights.

REVIEW

Above: Artwood’s Silver Tiger
Right: Leoline’s Sorento 597 from
Supercomfort collection
Below: Asiatic’s Chara
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It’s never too early 
to plan for Christmas
Trend Bible has been working on 2011’s key Christmas trends for 20 months

At Trend Bible we began looking at Christmas 2011 trends back
in February 2010, starting to map out the key influencing
factors we thought would underpin the colour and design
trends nearly 20 months in advance. 

As we move closer towards the season, we start to see trends
morph and change, and as the ‘big picture’ social and cultural
trends start to evolve, so too do the specifics on key colours,
patterns and materials. 

There is always a market for traditional Christmas decoration,
but we like to flag up emerging colour and design directions to
keep Christmas tableware and decorations looking fresh. We

work with a variety of clients from greetings card and tabletop
specialists and high street retailers through to top end brands
to create stunning and individual ranges that add something
unexpected to the festive season. 

Three of our trend concepts for Christmas 2011 are
Luxuriance with metallics and simple motifs; Antidote featuring
tribal colour clashes and Cabin Fever, a traditional red and
green update. 
Joanna Feeley is founder and creative director at Trend Bible, the
UK’s leading home interior trend forecasting service. 
Visit www.trendwatch.co.uk

Scandinavian influences are big news for

autumn/winter 2011/12 and update the classic red

and green Christmas story. Watch out for anything

that suggests hand-crafted materials and

techniques especially chunky Fair Isle knits, felted

wool and wooden or ceramic tree decorations.

Doves and reindeer motifs mix with hand-printed

evergreen tree imagery in this rustic yet charming

story. There’s a good dose of British humour too,

so watch out for quirky messages and recipes

printed on tea towels, placemats and name place

settings. 

Cabin Fever

Festive tea towel by To
Dry For; repeat
evergreen print by
Patrick Hruby;
wooden decorations
by Aspen & Brown;
snowflake print by
Kate Usher for Trend
Bible; ceramic birds by
Paper Boat Press
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African tribal influences have been important

throughout 2010 and as we continue into 2011 we

look further afield for unusual and exotic

influences. This story is a celebration of colour and

pattern as we emerge from the global recession,

mismatching cultural reference points and global

craft influences along with a colour-clash palette.

Moroccan and African influences mix with Eastern

European elements, elaborate decorative

panelling and geometric repeat prints. 

Antidote

Creamy nude base tones and soft peach shades add

a sense of soothing calm to the home for Christmas.

Pewter, brushed gold and silver elements add a luxe

finish to accessories, while simple motifs such as

snowflakes add a delicate and sophisticated edge.

Glitter and bead encrusted decoration is layered

tonally on shimmering surfaces including

pearlescent papers and mother of pearl. 

Luxuriance 

Dinnerware,
candleholder and
paper tree
decorations by Villa
Collection, giftwrap
by Kellie Medivitz

Tree decorations Niki
Jones; geometric print
by Trend Bible;
geometric print by
Petit Pattern;
decorative adhesive
tapes by Kamoi
Kakoshi; tea glasses
by House Doctor
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Animals to feel the
benefit of carpet
Recycled wool-rich carpet could find a use on farms as animal bedding. The potential
for alternative livestock bedding materials has increased in recent years as the costs of
traditional straw or sawdust based bedding has risen and a range of waste based
materials have found successful outlets on farms.

Carpet Recycling UK commissioned Redwing Landbase earlier this year to conduct
preliminary small scale trials to assess whether cropper dust or shredded wool-rich
carpet are suitable alternatives to traditional livestock bedding materials. 

The trial, jointly funded by Waste & Resources Action Programme and the BRE Trust,
found that both wastes make excellent bedding: warm, comfortable and absorbent,
they kept livestock cleaner than traditional alternatives. Farmer response was positive
because of time and labour savings and animal welfare benefits. Nutrient analysis
shows the resulting bedding retained much of the nutrient value in livestock deposits.

Approval from the Environment Agency for spreading the resultant manures is
being sought based on these successful trial results, to enable farmers to take full
advantage of the bedding solution.

Ikea gets even
cheaper
Ikea is selling secondhand
products online in Sweden, a
move that could be repeated
elsewhere. 

‘Time will tell,’ says Peter
Agnefäll, Ikea Sweden ceo.
‘We have to start
somewhere. We in Sweden
are first. It is about taking an
environmental responsibility
for how our products are
used in the longer term and
making it easier for our
customers to do their part
for the environment.’

Last year the group took
legal action against
Iloveikea.se, a website
devoted to used Ikea goods,
forcing it change its name to
billyandfriends.se. 

Abingdon turns
waste to profit
Abingdon Flooring has reduced post
industrial waste at its Newport site by
95% after reviewing waste management.

Routes to market have now been
found for carpet selvedge, cropper dust,
yarn and unbacked set up and join
waste, resulting in contributions to the
company’s bottom line, after assistance
from Carpet Recycling UK. Work is
ongoing to find commercial
opportunities for higher value,
polypropylene-rich carpet waste streams.

Abingdon’s recycling initiative has
continued to gather momentum. Via
workshops with sustainability expert
Envirowise, it is generating income from
all waste streams on its site, including
cardboard, plastic and cans, achieving
substantial monthly savings.

Call to increase
mahogany use
Furniture producers in the Philippines
have called for mahogany to be
reclassified, making it easier to export.

The Chamber of Furniture Industries of
the Philippines argues that the country
has so much of the timber it should be
reclassified as a plantation crop. This
would make it easier to obtain FSC
certification – a key international
standard for retailers – showing the
timber was harvested legally from
sustainable plantations.

Rubber wood is already considered a
plantation crop.

The CFIP has sought government
support in setting up a local certifying
body accredited by the FSC to make the
process more accessible.Ikea is selling secondhand products online in Sweden

Proudly serving the market since 1987

®
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Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS 
1 Used to be
4 Hallowed
9 Gold coin
14 George’s brother
15 Lofty nest
16 All together
17 Bargain
19 Belief
20 Quit
21 Former Russian rulers
23 Or ___
24 Graduated glass tube
27 Word that can succeed dance, foot
and door
30 Five year period
32 Genetic messenger
33 Inspectee
37 Rigel’s constellation
39 Occupiers
40 Religious retreat house
42 Liquid waste component
43 Maternal or paternal
44 Decease
45 Wiry
48 Creamy beige colour
50 Little bits
51 Side
55 Home to the University of Maine
57 River of Ghana
58 Like ears
60 Cunctation
64 Ignore
65 Lyric poem
66 Company boss (US)
67 Furnishings
68 Woman’s clothing
69 Smaller than a LAN

DOWN 
1 Flinch
2 Staggering
3 Long stories
4 Actor Anthony 
5 Hawaiian flower necklace
6 Division of geologic time
7 ___ down
8 Move unsteadily
9 Group of individual facts
10 Software buyers
11 Make narrower
12 Hydrocarbon suffix
13 Vietnamese New Year
18 Sugary suffix
22 Actor Erwin
24 It’s laid down on a diamond
25 Employs, consumes
26 Irish broadcaster
28 ___ Gay
29 Discussion group
30 Queues
31 Medium of exchange
33 Piece of music written for a solo
instrument
34 Adapted to a dry environment
35 Absence of oxygen
36 Where the cat sat
38 Hurried
40 Site of Jesus’ first public miracle
41 Energy units
43 Casino area
46 Metal, often used as a container
47 Firmly implanted
49 Hives
51 Unit of weight
52 Choose
53 Baffled
54 Person who dresses stones
56 River in central Europe
57 Competes
58 Spearheaded
59 Corrida cry
61 Interest rate (abbv)
62 Future fish
63 US dental qualification (abbv)

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p78
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Our client is a leading UK Furniture and Interiors business
operating in the Commercial, Public, Industrial, Retail, Leisure
and Hotel sectors within the UK and overseas. In contrast to
many companies within this sector since 2008, our client has
demonstrated considerable confidence and success in
terms of expanding the range and size of the projects that
they undertake.  Their reputation for a high standard of
delivery has meant that they have continued to grow and
invest and the business has been recognised as one of the
fastest growing private companies in the UK. 

The role is for a Project Manager in the Contract and
Hospitality Furniture business and will be based in the South
East but will include regular travel to the Far East.  You will
manage the project from the point of order through to
installation, liaising with clients, manufacturers and possibly
subcontractors.  You will also be required to ensure the
manufacturing quality and manage the production
schedules in factories overseas.

You will be driven, with the ability to cope under pressure
and be able to manage all aspects of the project lifecycle.
You should have excellent customer service skills, be a good
administrator and have a good attention to detail.

The ideal candidate for this role will be from a joinery
background with an understanding of manufacturing methods,
as well as the ability to project manage complete projects. 

This is a key appointment for our client and offers an
excellent salary/package as well as outstanding career
opportunities.

www.realstoneconsulting.com

Please contact Tony O’Neill on ton@realstoneconsulting.com

Project Manager – Furniture Manufacturing
and Installation

Victoria Carpets, who are one of the UK leading carpet manufacturers in the
residential sector, are now looking to expand their presence in the contract flooring
market in the UK.

Victoria Carpets is looking for experienced and ambitious contract sales agents with
good connections and a proven track record who would like to be part of the
Company’s future growth plans. 

The Company already has some attractive stock contract ranges and flexible custom
programmes in both Wilton and Tufted broadloom. It also has exclusive distribution
rights to the Mannington carpet tile and resilient ranges, so has the ability to
deliver a comprehensive contract flooring offer.

The Company is offering an attractive performance based commission structure
that will reward the agent well for business development and sales growth.

If you are a successful agent working in the UK contract market and are interested
in working with Victoria Carpets, please write in strict confidence, giving details of
your career to date, the companies you already represent and your area of
expertise in the contract flooring market.

Written Applications to:

Shaun Lewis
Sales & Marketing Director
Victoria Carpets Ltd, Worcester Road
Kidderminster, Worcs  DY10 1JR

www.victoriacarpets.com

Osmo’s PolyxOil Rapid,
complete treatment in
just one day

PolyxOil Rapid from Osmo UK is the premium, original hardwax-oil wood
finish that delivers rapid drying times – guaranteed to keep wooden flooring
and all internal joinery as beautiful as the day it was first installed.

● Professional natural looking superior finish for wood, cork and OSB floors
● Extremely quick drying time, can apply two coats in one day
● Available in Satin and Matt
● Strong and durable, as well as easy to spot repair
● Offers highest coverage of any oil on the market (2.5 litre can covers

approx 30m2 with two coats)

Osmo UK
Unit 24, Anglo Business Park, Smeaton Close,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 8UP.
Tel: 01296 481 220 Fax: 01296 424 090
www.osmouk.com info@osmouk.com

MAKE THE SWITCH- £314/user/year*

LLOOWW CCOOSSTT RREETTAAIILL SSYYSSTTEEMM

* Based on the annual tariff option. Terms and conditions apply, please visit www.retailsystem.com for details

Free Up Your Time Increase Efficiency

Reduce Costs Increase Margins

No Hardware To Buy

Free Setup & Training

Trusted By Over 600 Users

Free Upgrades & Tech Support 

Stop Repetitive Tasks 

Reduce Accounts Bills

Improve Administration 

Control Your Stock

Customers can track their orders online

It really is time to come out of the
dark ages and update your IT..gone
are the days of constant hardware
failures and unreliable systems

Take the 7 day free trial and your 
personal trainer will have you up 
and running in a few minutes

Let us show you the multiple award 
winning system. All you need is a
PC and internet access. 

08712 20 64 64
info@retailsystem.com

www.retailsystem.com

BRINGING YOUR OPERATIONS
AND ACCOUNTING TOGETHER

No Software
To Install 

No On Site
Servers
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On the Red Carpet
The Carpet Foundation’s Red Carpet
Awards recently celebrated its 10th
anniversary.

Created to increase the exposure of
carpet in the consumer Press at a time
when laminate was popular and carpet
seen as old fashioned, the judges said
the standard of entries was higher than
ever.

Best Makeover was won by Denise
Brock, House Beautiful, Best Online

Article Carol Moskoron, allaboutyou.
com; Best Shopping Item Emma
Morton-Turner, Woman & Home; Best Use

of Carpet in a Decorating/Interior

Scheme, Emma Clayton, Good Homes
and Best Article/Feature, Charlotte Boyd,
House Beautiful.

‘None of us would have imagined 10
years ago that the awards would be on
the scale and stature they are now.
Carpet has never had so much written
about it and this is one reason why,
generating north of £1m of free editorial

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

exposure for carpet and we are fortunate
to enjoy unrivalled links and
relationships with journalists. We are no
longer the Cinderella of household
goods in the eyes of the media,’ says
Rupert Anton, Carpet Foundation
marketing director.

The happy House Beautiful team: Chris Tarafa, publisher; Charlotte Boyd, Style Editor (winner – Best
Article/Feature); Julia Goodwin, editor; Denise Brock, interiors editor (winner, Best Makeover) and Carol
Moskoron, editor allaboutyou.com (Best Online Article winner)

Atlantic first for FIT
To raise £10,000 for the Furnishing
Industry Trust Tony Attard, the charity’s
president and Panaz chief executive, is
sailing across the Atlantic.

After setting sail in a Discovery 55 from
the Port of Las Palmas in Gran Canaria on
21 November, the voyage to the
Caribbean island of St Lucia is expected
to take 18-20 days. Attard and his four
strong crew plan to arrive at their final
destination on 9 December.

Attard says crossing the Atlantic is a
huge challenge as his experience has
been limited to local waters and sailing
the Channel.

‘We are constantly looking for new
ways to raise money and this is the first
event of its kind for us. As we face the
challenges of the Atlantic we will know
we are helping some of the most
deserving people from the industry who
face much greater challenges at home.’

FIT’s most recent grants and welfare
committee meeting approved £11,000 in
one-off grants for people in the furniture,
floorcoverings, upholstery, soft
furnishings and bedding sectors.

Bidding in Shoreditch
If getting your hands on
limited edition designs and
doing good is your thing, The
Shoreditch Ball is the place to
go this month. Among items
to be auctioned in aid of local
charities are one of only 24
Ercol colore no 5 chairs by
Martino Gamper; one of three
Plumen Lampshade’s by
Samuel Wilkinson and Tom
Foulsham’s unique Big Bird
Balancing Lamp (pictured).
Bids can be placed in advance,
online at shoreditchball.com,
live on the evening on the
telephone (by arrangement)
and in person by guests at the
Shoreditch Ball on 15 October.
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Steens
If you are looking for product, service,
delivery and offers then look no further
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Limited Edition
New carpet display heights

Beds and
bedrooms
Objects of desire
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